County

Does your court currently have a judge viewer (or similar type system/application) in place?

Alachua

We use our in-house ICMS project as the judge viewer. Our plan is to expand it to meet the TIMS CAPS
requirements, and improve performance for bench users.

Baker

We use our in-house ICMS project as the judge viewer. Our plan is to expand it to meet the TIMS CAPS
requirements, and improve performance for bench users.

Bay
Bradford
Brevard

Broward

Calhoun
Charlotte
Citrus
Clay
Collier
Columbia

Benchmark has a notes feature that the judges can use.
We use our in-house ICMS project as the judge viewer. Our plan is to expand it to meet the TIMS CAPS
requirements, and improve performance for bench users.
No judge viewer in place.
We do not have efficient systems for judges to view electronic court documents, other than Odyssey events,
which at times can be tedious. We have submitted a budget request to Broward County and are waiting for
a response. We are looking at purchasing a vendor solution or creating the custom system in
house/outsource.
No judge viewer in place.
Currently have Pioneer. The clerk is working with the vendor to create a judge viewer, with the clerk writing
a lot of the interface.
Judge viewer in place in all five counties. Rely on the clerks' system for viewing document images. Intend to
deploy a circuit-wide ICMS installation for consistent application interface. Implementation schedule not set.
No Response
Set to start a form of in court processing on July 1, 2012. The system being used is Aptitude Solutions, and
the court has provided a list of requirements. Expect an estimate as to how much this will cost.
No judge viewer in place.

County

Miami Dade
DeSoto
Dixie
Duval
Escambia
Flagler

Franklin
Gadsden
Gilchrist
Glades
Gulf
Hamilton
Hardee
Hendry
Hernando

Does your court currently have a judge viewer (or similar type system/application) in place?

The 11th circuit has a judge viewer, e-Viewer, that was developed in-house, and is currently being used by
judges in the Family and DV divisions to quickly view electronic images in court.
Converted to Clericus in June 2012. Discussion about using aiSmartBench in the future.
No judge viewer in place.
Clerk of Court created a program called CORE that allows the judges access to CMS data and court calendar
creation for civil cases.
No judicial viewer and currently no plans to implement one.
No judge viewer application in place. Currently evaluating available products on the market, but have not
made a final decision. There are still plenty of questions to be answered in the process, with the decision of
who pays for and maintains the system looming as a very big one.
No judge viewer in place. The only system that is available for judges to view electronic case files is CCIS.
No judge viewer in place.The only system that is available for judges to view electronic case files is CCIS.
We use our in-house ICMS project as the judge viewer. Our plan is to expand it to meet the TIMS CAPS
requirements, and improve performance for bench users.
Use FACC system; have not been notified when Clericus will be implemented.
No judge viewer in place.
No judge viewer in place.
The judge may view only with whatever Clericus has to offer as that is what these counties are using and
there is an imaging portion of the applciation.
Use FACC system; have not been notified when Clericus will be implemented.
Judge viewer in place in all five counties. Rely on the clerks' system for viewing document images. Intend to
deploy a circuit-wide ICMS installation for consistent application interface. Implementation schedule not set.

County

Highlands

Hillsborough

Holmes

Indian River

Jackson
Jefferson
Lafayette
Lake
Lee

Leon

Does your court currently have a judge viewer (or similar type system/application) in place?

The judge may view only with whatever Clericus has to offer as that is what these counties are using and
there is an imaging portion of the applciation.
Evaluating the judge view applications that are on the market, as well as, looking into what the cost,
resources and time would be to expand our Judicial Automated Workflow System (JAWS) that we developed
in house, to include a judge viewer. We have not made a final decision nor do we have a timeframe for
implementation set.

No judge viewer in place.
The addition of very limited stored case notes by the judge is possible, but there is no tiered level of this
function. The notes are available to all, so it's not very useful at this time. Additional functionality has been
requested and may be possible with future software versions, where a judge can specify who has the right
to see his notes - such as the judge only, JA, case managers, other court employees, or any combination of
the above.
No judge viewer in place.
No judge viewer in place. The only system that is available for judges to view electronic case files is CCIS.
No judge viewer in place.
Judge viewer in place in all five counties. Rely on the clerks' system for viewing document images. Intend to
deploy a circuit-wide ICMS installation for consistent application interface. Implementation schedule not set.
In a pilot with Tyler for SessionWorks; 6 judges have received software and equipment. Have provided a list
of requirements to Tyler for next release.
Judges have access to civil case files using the clerk's in-house system; however it's really only usable in
chambers. There is nothing for criminal cases except JIS, and we use an in-house viewer system for 1st
appearance.

County

Levy
Liberty
Madison
Manatee
Marion

Martin
Monroe
Nassau
Okaloosa
Okeechobee
Orange
Osceola
Palm Beach
Pasco

Does your court currently have a judge viewer (or similar type system/application) in place?

We use our in-house ICMS project as the judge viewer. Our plan is to expand it to meet the TIMS CAPS
requirements, and improve performance for bench users.
No judge viewer in place. The only system that is available for judges to view electronic case files is CCIS.
No judge viewer in place.
Running aiSmartBench with Courtview as the CMS. Scheduled to convert to Clericus in September 2012.
Judge viewer in place in all five counties. Rely on the clerks' system for viewing document images. Intend to
deploy a circuit-wide ICMS installation for consistent application interface. Implementation schedule not set.
No ability for judges to add and save notes at this time. A read-only viewer is provided for both applications
using IE. We have no judge viewer that has functionality equivalent to a few applications that have been
designed and purchased by other circuits.
No judge viewer system. The judge has read only access to the clerk's CMS.
No Response
No judicial viewer and currently no plans to implement one.
No ability for judges to add and save notes at this time. A read-only viewer is provided for both applications
using IE. We have no judge viewer that has functionality equivalent to a few applications that have been
designed and purchased by other circuits.
No Response
No Response
Judges use 15th circuit's version of ICMS to the exclusion of any other product (in many cases) including the
Clerk's systems, Showcase and Banner, and are extremely satisfied.
Hope to use Session Works in the install of Clericus. The civil "go live" date for Clericus is March 2013.

County

Does your court currently have a judge viewer (or similar type system/application) in place?

Pinellas

Currently installing, configuring and testing Tyler's Odyssey. Working with Tyler to set up a pilot to test their
SessionWorks product. "go live" date for county civil is September 17, 2012.

Polk

Putnam

St. Johns

St. Lucie

Santa Rosa

The judge may view electronic (scanned) documents from an application on the PC in the courtroom and in
chambers. Some files may start being received naitvely in electronic form as e-filing gets underway. Polk
uses New Visions applications.
No judge viewer application in place. Currently evaluating available products on the market, but have not
made a final decision. There are still plenty of questions to be answered in the process, with the decision of
who pays for and maintains the system looming as a very big one.
No judge viewer application in place. Currently evaluating available products on the market, but have not
made a final decision. There are still plenty of questions to be answered in the process, with the decision of
who pays for and maintains the system looming as a very big one.
The addition of very limited stored case notes by the judge is possible, but there is no tiered level of this
function. The notes are available to all, so it's not very useful at this time. Additional functionality has been
requested and may be possible with future software versions, where a judge can specify who has the right
to see his notes - such as the judge only, JA, case managers, other court employees, or any combination of
the above.
Implemented SmartBench for all judges. Transitioning to paperless in civil and criminal. Paper is being
provided upon request.

Sarasota

In the process of implementing Pioneer's Benchmark CMS. Benchmark is said to have a judicial viewer, but
the court has not seen the final product yet and no "go live" date has been provided.

Seminole

No judge viewer in place.

County

Does your court currently have a judge viewer (or similar type system/application) in place?

Sumter

Judge viewer in place in all five counties. Rely on the clerks' system for viewing document images. Intend to
deploy a circuit-wide ICMS installation for consistent application interface. Implementation schedule not set.

Suwannee
Taylor
Union

Volusia

Wakulla
Walton
Washington

No judge viewer in place.
No judge viewer in place.
We use our in-house ICMS project as the judge viewer. Our plan is to expand it to meet the TIMS CAPS
requirements, and improve performance for bench users.
No judge viewer application in place. Currently evaluating available products on the market, but have not
made a final decision. There are still plenty of questions to be answered in the process, with the decision of
who pays for and maintains the system looming as a very big one.
No judge viewer in place. The only system that is available for judges to view electronic case files is CCIS.
No judicial viewer and currently no plans to implement one.
No judge viewer in place.

ICMS: Integrated Case Management System
TIMS: Trial Court Integrated Case Management Solution
CAPS: Court Application Processing System
CCIS: Comprehensive Case Information System

